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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has configured a private sharing model for the following: * Accounts * Opportunities As
part of NTO\\'s sales strategy, each sales representative collaborates with the same set of individuals for each
opportunity. How should sales representatives be given appropriate access to an opportunity? 

A. Enable opportunity team selling and have each sales representative configure his or her default opportunity team. 

B. Create a public group for each team and have the sales representatives manually share the opportunity with their
respective group. 

C. Enable Chatter and configure a customer Chatter group for the opportunity to allow collaboration on ideas. 

D. Create a trigger for each sales representative that would automatically share the opportunity with his or her default
opportunity team. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud Kicks (CK) needs to determine the effectiveness of a recent marketing campaign on new leads\\' quality. CK is
using Einstein Lead Scoring. 

Which solution should the consultant recommend? 

A. Create a custom object to track the Lead Score and relate it to the Lead. 

B. Create a custom score field to capture the marketing Campaign\\'s quality. 

C. Add the Lead Score component to the Lead Detail page. 

D. Specify a default score of the leads added to the Campaign. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A consultant is implementing a new Sales Cloud instance for Cloud Kicks that has a public sharing model for accounts.
Different sales representatives own local accounts that create a multi-level Account hierarchy. Cloud Kicks needs to see
the total number of closed won opportunities and the revenue value for all accounts in the hierarchy when viewing a
parent account. Which recommendation will meet this viewing requirement? 

A. Create a Roll-up Summary field on the parent account displaying the total value of won opportunity from the child
accounts 

B. Configure Apex to update a custom field on the parent account with the total value of won opportunities from the child
^ accounts 

C. Configure a link on the account that will open a list view showing the total value of open opportunities for all accounts
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in the ^ hierarchy 

D. Create a workflow rule to update the custom field on the parent account displaying the total value of won
opportunities from ^ the child account 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers recently implemented Sales Cloud. Stakeholders want insights into how logging interactions with
customers impacts the number of won sales deafs. 

Which report should the consultant create to meet the requirement? 

A. Closed Won Opportunities by Account 

B. Closed Won Opportunities with Activities 

C. Closed Won Opportunities by the sales team 

D. Closed Won Opportunities with Recommendations 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has completed its annual planning and wants to update the territory assignments for all
sales reps in its enterprise. NTO understands this can impact the current year closing due by the end of the quarter. The
IT team is also planning a release of the new incentive management package that will be used by sales reps. 

Which two considerations should the consultant consider when deciding on the timing of the release? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Testing changes to Territory Management and the incentive management package should be completed in a Full
Sandbox before releasing to Production. 

B. Changes to Territory Management need to be made in Production directly and can be completed without impacting
users. 

C. Installing a new incentive management package along with Territory Management changes may add high risk to the
deployment. 

D. Combining the Territory Management changes, and the incentive management package allows for mi faster ramp-up
time for users. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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